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Introduction: 

Unless otherwise stated, all videos were recorded by Graham Tulloch, British 
Geological Survey, as part of his role assisting ATLAS outreach activities while 
taking part in a scientific ‘cruise’ or expedition on board the icebreaker CCGS 
Amundsen, on a 170-day scientific expedition to the Canadian Arctic with 
Canada’s ArcticNet programme.  This state-of-the-art research vessel has 65 
scientific systems and 22 shipboard laboratories. 

 

Clip one: a female engineer/technician operating the winch which lowers (or 
‘deploys’) equipment into the sea. The camera then pans to crew who are 
assisting the lowering of a ‘CTD’ rosette.  CTD stands for conductivity, 
temperature, and depth (the conductivity will tell us how salty the water is).  The 
CTD has a package of electronic instruments that measure properties in the 
water column (from the surface to the bottom). 

 

Clip two: the CTD rosette coming back up at night and the door closing.  This 
reflects how the crew can work through day and night to collect samples.  This is 
sped up from about 2 hours of footage and shows all the scientists gathering 
round to get their desired water samples out of the CTD. 

 

Clip three: a ‘box corer’ has just been hauled back on deck.  The box corer can 
sample the seabed, allowing scientists to examine the creatures and sediments 
found there. Here you can see some scientists exited to see what it has collected! 

 

Clip four: amazing ice!  Just an illustration of the ‘icebreaker’ ship doing its job. 

 

Clip five: another great sight if you’re off-duty: Dolphins!  This was recorded by 
Safo Piñeiro on board the Sarmiento de Gamboa research vessel during the 
‘Medwaves’ cruise in September-October 2016. 

 

Clip six: We saw wildlife at the surface just a moment ago but ATLAS scientists 
are interested in deep-sea creatures so this clip shows us the ‘drop-cam’ being 
lowered.   

 

Clip seven: this is the ROV control room, often found in a shipping container 
on deck.  You can see the two pilots and one is controlling the manipulator arm 

to get a coral sample.  You can also see the scientists behind the pilots who 
are there to suggest interesting samples.  It appears to be exciting for 

them too! 



For more oceans-themed activities and experiments, please visit 

https://www.eu-atlas.org/education/education-packs  

 

Clip eight: Pheromena sponge grounds.  This is an amazing clip of a deep-sea 

sponge ground, the sponges are living creatures and look like lots of white, 

slightly fuzzy tubes.  

It was recorded during the BLUE AZORES PROGRAM: Expedition 2018 on board 

the NRP Gaga Coutinho during June 2018.  The following partners were involved: 

Blue Azores Program of the Oceano Azul Foundation, in cooperation with the 

Waitt Foundation, and in the collaboration with National Geographic, the EU 

ATLAS project and the FRCT MapGES project, and through a partnership with 

the Regional Government of the Azores. 

 

Clip nine: Pillow lavas – these interesting structures formed when lava erupts 

underwater and can be an interesting habitat.  This was also filmed during the 
Blue Azores program as above. 

 

Clip ten: If you’re not sure what it’s like to be on a ship for weeks at a time – 

here’s a quick tour of the cabin; clothes washing facilities and up to the bridge 
where the Captain is normally found, controlling the ship!   

 

Clip eleven: Crew looking out for floating markers from the bridge.  These will 
indicate where some equipment left on the sea-bed has floated up to enable it to 
be collected and the data gathered/analysed. 

 

Clip twelve: Finally, if you’re lucky, you might make an exciting discovery such 
as these new Hydrothermal vents which were discovered during the Blue Azores 
Program expedition in June 2018! 
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